BROCHURE- Inquivesta 9
I. Event Details:
About: Annual flagship college fest of Indian Institute of Science Education and Research
(IISER) Kolkata
Event Name: Inquivesta
Event Description: Founded in 2011, Inquivesta is widely recognized as one of India’s
foremost science festivals. The fest is organized entirely by a committee of undergraduate
students of IISER Kolkata. Attracting it’s audience primarily from the purlieus of Kolkata,
Inquivesta encompasses a variety of events which include competitions, workshops,
exhibitions, guest lectures and social outreach programmes. The fest seeks to provide
collegiate and scholastic students a platform to develop and showcase their scientific,
technical and creative prowess.
The 9th edition of Inquivesta is scheduled for 8-10 March 2019. The event is headlined by
a stand-up performance by Zakir Khan, probably the biggest Indian stand-up comic of
today, a band performance by Naalayak, a Chandigarh based Indie rock band, and the fest
shall end by DJ Night.
Date and Time: 8-10 Match 2019
Duration of the event: 3 days
Venue address and geo-location: IISER Kolkata Main Campus, Near Haringhata
Farm, Mohanpur 741246, Nadia, West Bengal,
India (22°58’ N, 88°31’ E).

II. Tickets:
Category of tickets (eg. Early Bird, Phase 1, Phase 2 OR Silver, Gold, Platinum):
Ticket prices are in 3 categories, depending on the purchaser’s seating proximity from the
stage during Zakir’s performance (Next page).

Platinum:
Gold:
Silver:

Rs. 499/Rs. 399/Rs. 325/-

With the purchase of a ticket (any category), the purchaser shall avail passes to ALL 3 pronights. This includes Cultural Night on March 8, Naalayak’s performance on March 9, and
Zakir Khan’s performance on March 10. The arena map shall be attached soon to illustrate
the 3 ticketing categories.
NOTE: This ticketing categorisation is ONLY applicable to people NOT from IISER Kolkata
(i.e. outside registrants). For IISER-K students, it is simply first come first serve.
N.B: IISERites and non-IISERites have different seating arrangements, separated by a
barricade.
Price of tickets ( Base price + GST – if applicable):
HSN Code:
Capacity of tickets for each category:
Specify timing for shutting sales online:

Base price: Rs. 325 (Silver category)
GSTIN: 19AAAAI2170E1Z0
Unlimited
10th March 2019 (till 3:00 pm)
Ticket inclusions

III. Additional information:
Terms and Conditions (Including age limit for entry, refund policy, venue policy i.e No
stags allowed/only couple entry):

VENUE POLICY:
1.
2.
3.
4.

College students with valid ID cards only.
For any non-College students, any valid ID (like Aadhar) will do.
No person shall be allowed to attend the show without a valid ticket.
Any form of photography, videography, audio recording, etc. is strictly prohibited during
the show.
5. Heckling and/or any form of disturbance caused by any attendant during the stand-up
show shall not be tolerated.
6. The following items are not to be carried by any attendant:
i) Firearms and weapons and any other projectile propelling device.
ii) Objects with pointed ends or sharp edges.
iii) Explosive and flammable substances and devices.

iv) Any form of alcoholic/intoxicating beverages/substances, narcotic psychoactive
drugs (hallucinogens, stimulants, opioids etc.), tobacco-based products.
7. Possession of prescription drugs are to be allowed only with a valid prescription
approved by an attested medical practitioner.
8. Littering of arena/venue of any event shall not be tolerated.
9. Defacing of IISER Kolkata property and public display of obscenity is punishable per
Institute norms.

REFUND POLICY:
1.
2.

Once a ticket/registration slip has been issued to any attendant, no refund request
shall be entertained.
Offline registration for passes to each/all pro-night shows shall be held at official
Inquivesta registration desk at IISER Kolkata, on 8th, 9th and 10th March 2019.

FAQ’s:
Q: I want to register for any event/pro-night. How do I proceed?
A: You can register online by going to www.inquivesta.com and following all directives in
the web interface. Payment for the same can be done through the same online portal.
Payment options include UPI, Paytm/Insider (mode currently in development).
Q: What is my Fest ID Card? How do I avail it?
A: Once you have successfully registered for Inquivesta, you shall be given a unique ID
Number. Your ID Card bearing your name and this number shall be given to you upon
your arrival at our registration desk at IISER Kolkata during March 8-10 2019. You must
carry this Fest ID Card at all times during the fest to participate in events/pro-nights
and for accommodation. Note that you do not require your physical Fest ID Card to
participate in online events.
(NB: For IISER Kolkata BS-MS students, their College IDs act as their Fest ID Cards)
Q: How do I opt for accommodation? What will the duration of my accommodation be?
What are my accommodation deliverables?
A: Your accommodation details (hostel venue and room) shall be provided to you at the
accommodation desk, following your registration at our desk. As mentioned earlier,
your Fest ID Card shall be required. Accommodation options vary from 1 day
accommodation (8th or 9th or 10th March 2019), to 2 day accommodation (any two of
the three days) and 3 day accommodation. Cost of accommodation is Rs. 100 per day.
Boys and girls shall be accommodated in separate hostel wings. The number of
occupants per hostel room may vary from 3 (for small room) to 10 (very large room).
Deliverables are a bed, a desk, a mattress, a pillow and a blanket.

Q: I(We) am(are) a school student(s) who have been accompanied by a guardian(s) who
does not possess any Fest ID Card. Shall my(our) guardian be provided any
accommodation?
A: Accommodation for guardians is limited. Accommodation in such case shall be provided
only if the Inquivesta team has been notified prior to the fest (via Facebook, email or
official phone/Whatsapp number of Co-ordinator).
Q: I have lost my Fest ID Card. How should I proceed?
A: You shall have to avail a fresh ID Card by visiting the registration desk again. You have
to produce your Unique Fest ID Number (provided to you following online/offline
registration), your name and a valid ID Card (institute ID, Aadhar, etc.) for availing the
same.
Q: What are the deliverables I shall receive from Inquivesta?
A: You shall receive your Fest ID Card, Arena Map, list of FAQs and rules and regulations
upon registration at our registration desk. Additionally, if you have registered for any/all
of our pro-night shows, you shall receive the corresponding pass. Deliverables at our
accommodation desk/accommodation room (if you have opted for accommodation)
have been mentioned earlier.
Q: What are the Dos and Don’ts during the fest?
A: All rules, regulations and protocols to be followed during your stay inside IISER Kolkata
campus, for participating in any event and for attending a pro-night show shall be given
to you in the form of a booklet during your registration at our desk, besides being
mentioned on the website.

ARTIST’S LINE-UP:
Zakir Khan on 10th March 2019:
Zakir had an impressive comic timing from as early as his school days. His ability to
highlight comic elements in everyday incidents made him a favourite among his friends.
Having grown up with the dream of being an RJ, Zakir headed to Delhi to pursue a
degree in radio production. Post the course, he ventured to Jaipur in search of career
opportunities. After a lot of struggle in Jaipur, he had to move back to Delhi where he
started using his ability to play the sitar to finance his stay, while he did spots at Open
mics and honed his comedic style. His break came in 2012 when he was adjudged the
winner of a comedy competition “India’s Best Stand Up Comedian” organised by
Comedy Central India.

Besides performing at many stand-up comedy shows, he has also done ghostwriting and
produced radio shows. His comedy style was applauded in NDTV Prime ‘ The Rising Stars
of Comedy’ television show. In 2015, Zakir co-hosted and wrote ‘On Air with AIB’;, a news
comedy show, with Tanmay Bhat and Gursimran Khamba from the Indian comedy group,
All India Bakchod. The show was broadcast on national television channel Star World,
India. Zakir also co-hosted The 5th Annual Golden Kela Awards and has shared the stage
with other famous comedians like Vir Das and Papa CJ More recently, Zakir is known and
lauded for his “uniquely Indian” style of comedy, which involves him impeccably catching
on the emotions that are common to every Indian household and youngsters struggling to
make it big in India. He seamlessly puts a spin to his anecdotes, which are simple yet
hilarious, and catchphrases like “Sakht Launda” have become a fixture in his fans’ daily
vocabulary. He has won may accolade for his Amazon Prime Video special “Haq se Single”
which has made him one of the most sought-after names in the field of Indian comedy. He
has also enjoyed a brief stint as a judge on the fifth season of The Great Indian Laughter
Challenge and is currently working on his fictional show for Amazon Prime Video, titled
“Humare Chacha Vidhayak”, which is slated for an early next year release. He is a regular
in the Indian comedy scene and keeps traveling all over India and the world, performing to
packed audiences.

Naalayak on 9th March 2019:

-

Naalayak is a 4 piece indie rock band from Chandigarh.
Known for their explosive live acts and pumping music.
They are now considered to be the genre defining new era of indie rock.
They have been ranked No. 10 by Sennheiser Top Bands of India.

IV. Event Creatives:
Main creative: 1316x720 @ 144dpi - saved for web at 60% or lower - file size under 180kb
- JPG format.
Logos on the top left corner - if more than one, they need to be stacked one below the
other.
Avoid adding information such as the Date, Time, Venue, Price of the event as this
information is always visible on the right hand side of the event listing and under the
thumbnail.

Gallery Section:
Venue images and past event images for the gallery section
If you send us open files (.ai, .psd or .eps) with editable layers and we will re-size it for
you. We do not work with CDR files. If at all you send us PDF files, please send it with
editable layers.

